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Fabrics

Stay cool in the shade

All the diversity, all the excitement
And all the beauty of life
Is made up of sunshine and shade.

Leo Tolstoy

STOBAG - Premium Swiss Quality
Stay cool in the shade

Shade means quality of life.
Your increasing demand for convenience, functionality and design has motivated us time and again to develop innovative solutions - and this since 1964.
Whether for balconies or terraces, conservatories or facades - as the leading
Swiss manufacturer, STOBAG offers a wide range of individual awning systems to suit all requirements.
Your shade oasis can be comfortably expanded and automated through cleverly devised comfort options.
Plunge into the inspired world of colours and forms. Experience the fantastic
symbiosis of quality, technology and design.

Quality and safety
We guarantee you durable products in uncompromising quality. We achieve
this through the consistent use of high quality materials, modern and environmentally sustainable production processes as well as continuous safety
inspections.

Functionality & Technology
Our many years of experience and close cooperation with specialists, architects and planners enable us to develop innovative products that meet the
highest demands.- yesterday, today and tomorrow.

Aesthetics & design
Emotions turn our daily routine into an adventure. The influence of colours
and forms play a central role in this. Therefore STOBAG awnings are customised for you. Select from over 350 cover designs and countless frame colours
and you can achieve the perfect harmony between architecture and environment
The choice of the colour of an awning cover affects the play of light and
shade just as much as the environment around it.
All non mesh awning fabrics possess a high UV protection factor and filter out
at least 90% of UV rays (=SPF12), most filter to SPF30 and some filter to
SPF50
Dickson Orchestra, TT, LONDON COLLECTION and Sattler Elements, 308..,
Firemaster, Reflect 355 have been tested against strict standards.
Subject to change without prior notification

The LONDON COLLECTION contains selected fabric patterns
exclusively designed for STOBAG by colour specialists and
interior designers. Because of
the special Jacquard weaving
technology, some of the LONDON COLLECTION designs cannot be used or used only to a
limited extent for some types
of awnings.
Sattler PERFORA is a perforated awning fabric made from
solution dyed acrylic fibre. The
evenly structured perforations
make this attractive fabric an
attractive alternative for customised light, sight and glare
protection for vertical awnings.
Use the PERFORA fabric and its
exclusive visual attraction as
an element in your living space
design.

ALL WEATHER TT/308
ALL WEATHER fabrics Dickson
TT and Sattler 308 are treated
with a special additional coating and are suitable for awnings which must be especially
waterproof (minimum 800mm
water column height). All ALL
WEATHER patterns are also
available in standard quality.

TENCATE
TENCATE is 100% polyester and
is an alternative to the ALL
WEATHER acrylic fabrics. Advantages: long life, easy care,
UV resistant, non fading and
weatherproof.

REFLECT/REFLECT AIR.
REFLECT 355 is made of 100% solution dyed acrylic fibres complemented by a weather resistant
coating. This particularly attractive fabric is also available in perforated form, REFLECT AIR 353.
It’s evenly sized perforations give
this fabric good transparency and
very good sight and glare protection. The air permeable structure
also prevents the buildup of heat
under the awning and creates a
pleasant climate.
TWILIGHT
The high tech partially aluminium
vaporised structure of the TWILIGHT fabric produces a very low
weight per area. Nevertheless, the
special feature of this fabric quality is its great strength which expands its possibilities for use in
vertical shading enormously.

FIREMASTER PLUS
Non-flammable materials are
becoming ever more important
in the construction industry.
FIREMASTER PLUS not only
meets the DIN Norm 4102 B1/
VKF 5.2 fire protection standard, but also has a waterproof
special coating as an additional
extra.

SUNPRINT
The SUNPRINT 314 D10 fabric in
high quality acrylic fibre with
TEXgard coating and a digital
surface print, stands out for its
stability and guaranteed bright
printed colours. A hi-tech product of the extra class for a perfect printed finish.

SUNPRINT
Digital printing on awning covers as the ideal
advertising medium

SUNVISION
Made from solution dyed
acrylic and PVC coated polyester, SUNVISION convinces
through its unique textile look,
extreme colour fastness and
high resistance to the weather
and mechanical stresses.

SUNWORKER
SUNWORKER has been specially
developed for the needs of
modern architecture. With its
sun protection features in conjunction with a high transparency, this fabric makes a significant contribution to energy
saving and creates a pleasant
atmosphere.

SOLTIS 86
SOLTIS 86 is the ideal fabric as
a compromise between the
required degree of sun protection and transparency. It provides a better view outside and
the visual comfort so highly
valued in many architectural
applications.

SOLTIS 92
SOLTIS 92 fabric allows you to
protect your personal space
and comfort without restricting
your view outside. It provides
natural light while protecting
against glare.

Manufacturer
Collection name

Base

Weight gsm

width

Water column

UV protection

finish

Colour fastness

Fire classification

Dickson Orchestra

100% acrylic

300

120cm

350mm

SPF 30+

Cleangard

7-8/8

flammable

Dickson TT

100% acrylic

320

120

1200mm

SPF 30+

Cleangard

7-8/8

flammable

LONDON
COLLECTION

100% acrylic

330

120

300

SPF 30+,50+

Cleangard

7-8/8

flammable

Sattler Elements

100% acrylic

290

120

370

SPF 30+,50+

Texgard

Min 7/8

flammable

Sattler 308..

100% acrylic

330

120

800

SPF 30+

Texgard

Min 7/8

flammable

TENCATE

100% polyester

430

120

800

6-8

flammable

Ferrari
SOLTIS 86

PVC/Polyester

380

177

M1/M2

Ferrari
SOLTIS 92

PVC/Polyester

420

177

M1

Dickson
SUNWORKER

PVC/Polyester

350

150

6-8

Dickson
SUNVISION

PVC/Polyester
acrylic

265

250

7-8/8

Ferrari
SOLTIS B92-N

PVC/Polyester

650

170

Sattler
PERFORA

100% acrylic

270

120

Sattler
FIREMASTER

PES/MAC

400

120

Sattler
TWILIGHT

Various

Sattler
REFLECT 355

100% acrylic

360

140

Sattler
REFLECT AIR 353

100% acrylic

330

140

Sattler
SUNPRINT 314 D10

100% acrylic

290

120

M1/M2

M2
Texgard
800

SPF 50+

160

Min 7

flammable

Min 7

B1

Min 7
1000

350

SPF 50+

Texgard

Min 7

flammable

Texgard

Min 6

flammable

Texgard

Min 5

flammable

Awning accessories and options

Colours
Powdercoating elements are implemented
more often with façade design in current architecture.
As the leading awning manufacturer we have
been using this environment friendly and high
quality finishing technology, which provides
durable protection, for years. Whether RAL,
NCS or various special colours from our TOP
TEN palette, the colour selection is almost limitless.

Automation
We offer you exactly the comfort that you want from your individual awning system, from simple wind sensors to complex centralised air-conditioning. Regardless of whether you extend an awning
via remote control, turn on atmospheric lighting or you want to
control the façade and conservatory awning system in groups: our
reliable automatic systems master any situation.

Material

Play of colours and UV protection…
The colour selection of an awning cover influences the play of light
and shade in the same manner as the perception of the environment. All awning covers are tested according to strict norms. They
provide a high UV protection factor and filter at least 90% of UV
rays. - Let our cover collection inspire you.

STOBAG AG
STOBAG International
Pilatusring 1
CH-5630 Muri
www.stobag.com
eürofürst
41/1 Koorooma Place
Sylvania
NSW 2224
www.eurofurst.com.au
+61 (0)408231456

Sales and installation only by specialists

Note:
The latest product is always delivered. The
technical details, design and availability may
differ from the specifications contained in
this document

